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Abstract. Aiming at the problem of "No one at home" in China's census work, a solution based 

on big data of power grid to the census work is proposed. With the support of big data 

technology, models for identifying vacant houses and predicting households at home are 

established by analyzing the electricity consumption and trends of each house. Besides, a data 

analysis platform based on power grid big data was developed to provide census staff with data 

support, such as the vacancy status of residential houses and the probability of residents at 

home. It has been verified that the research program is effective, which can reduce the 

workload and improve the efficiency of the census work. 

1. Introduction 

Census work is an important measure to ensure the balanced and full development of China. The 

country’s population, population structure, distribution, etc. will be investigated to achieve the purpose 

of adjusting and improving population policies. In the entire census process, household census is the 

most important step. However, during the household census, the following problems will be 

encountered: 

 The real vacancy situation of the house is different from the recorded data in the community. 

 Seasonal migrants are absent from their place of residence regularly and for a long time. 

 People with special schedules may not go home due to work or other factors. 

These problems lead to "No one at home" during the household census, which increases the cost of 

investigation time and reduces the efficiency of the census. Solving the problem of "no one at home" 

is an important guarantee for the smooth development of the census. 

2. Power Grid Big Data and Technical Advantages 

2.1. Power Grid Big Data 

In recent years, with the country’s strong support for digital information technology, smart grid and 

information construction are developing rapidly. At the same time, a large amount of power industry 

data has been accumulated. These data covers all links of the power grid, including power generation, 

transmission, transformation, distribution, power consumption, and dispatch. They meet the 5V 

characteristics of big data: volume, velocity, variety, Value, Veracity. They are gradually becoming a 

new type of asset for power companies.  

2.2. Technical Advantages 

After the big data technology was introduced into the power grid system, unified management of 

power data is realized. By integrating and analyzing different types of data resources, reference data 
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can be provided for the formulation of corporate policies and production plans, which is conducive to 

the stable development of companies. The operation of the system can be monitored remotely by real-

time monitoring of power equipment system data. And faults can be identified in a very short time, 

which can guarantee the stable and reliable operation of power equipment. In the meanwhile, this 

technology can analyze and warn the risks in the power production process, which can remind the staff 

to take preventive measures in time to ensure the safety and reliability of power production. 

3. The Application of Power Grid Big Data in Census Work 

Power grid big data can predict the vacancy and the occupancy status by analyzing the electricity 

consumption and trends of the house. This kind of forecast data can provide information on residential 

usage and household living rules before the census household survey. Such applications of power grid 

big data can reduce the personnel cost and time cost of the census work, which can improve work 

efficiency and reduce the workload of the census work.  

Our research team developed a data analysis platform based on power grid big data for the census. 

To realize the functions of identifying vacant houses and the prediction of household probability, we 

called the housing power data from big data center. And use data analysis and mining technology to 

analyze those big data. The realization of the functions is mainly based on the following models. 

3.1. Housing Vacancy Recognition Model 

3.1.1. Weekly vacant recognition model. The vacancy of houses is identified on the weekly dimension. 

For various reasons, the electricity consumption of vacant houses will be non-zero, together with  

slight numerical fluctuations. For this reason, the concepts of weekly vacancy threshold (mark as 1TH )  

and weekly coefficient of variation (mark as 
1THc ) are introduced. The vacancy threshold is the limit 

value of the average weekly electricity consumption of a vacant house. When the weekly electricity 

consumption of the house is less than the weekly vacancy threshold ( 1TH ), the house is deemed 

vacant. The weekly variation coefficient is used to reflect the fluctuation of weekly electricity 

consumption, and its calculation formula is: 
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Among them,  is the standard deviation of electricity consumption.  is the average electricity 

consumption. ix is the daily electricity consumption on the i day of the week. x is the average daily 

electricity consumption of the house during the week. The vacant week variation coefficient threshold 

is the limit value of the vacant house week variation coefficient. When the house week variation 

coefficient is less than the vacancy variation coefficient threshold ( 1c ), the house is deemed vacant. 

It can be seen that the selection of the threshold is particularly important. The calculation method is 

as follows: 

Step 1: Data cleaning. And exclude values less than 0 or greater than 2500 in the sample. 

Step 2: Calculate the average weekly electricity quantity (mark as kA ) and weekly variation 

coefficient (mark as kc ) for each house, where k  represents the k th house. 

Step 3: Take P-quantile for kA  and kc  of all samples. Mark the average weekly electricity quantity 

and weekly variation coefficient corresponding to the P-quantile as pA and pc . Continuously adjust 

the value of P. In the meanwhile, calculate the proportion of housing with kA < pA  and kc < pc . When 

the proportion is 5%, at this time, pA is the vacancy threshold, and 
Pc is the vacancy coefficient of 

variation threshold, which is 1THAp  ,  1THp cc  .  
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When using the above model to calculate vacant houses, some vacant houses used at very low 

frequency are excluded. For this reason, we need to conduct a second inspection on the “non-vacant 

houses” output by the above model. According to actual observations, when the weekly electricity 

consumption of a house is less than another weekly vacancy threshold (mark as 2TH ), and the weekly 

coefficient of variation is also less than another vacant coefficient of variation threshold (mark as 

2TH , the house is a vacant house used with very low frequency. 

The calculation process of the two threshold parameters of the secondary test is similar to the 

previous one. Just in step 3, Take Q-quantile for kA  and take 2Q-quantile for kc  of all samples. Mark 

the average weekly electricity quantity and weekly variation coefficient corresponding to the Q-

quantile as QA and Qc2 . Continuously adjust the value of P. In the meanwhile, calculate the proportion 

of housing with kA < QA and kc < Qc2 . When the proportion is 1%, at this time, QA is the vacancy 

threshold, and  is the vacancy coefficient of variation threshold, which is 2THAQ  ,  22 THQ cc  .  

In the actual calculation of the threshold, the daily electricity consumption information we use are 

from three districts A, B, and C in Heilongjiang Province. A total of 6,141,869 electricity consumption 

information for each house from January 1, 2018 to June 31, 2020. The calculation results are as 

follows: 

 

Table 1. The result of calculating the threshold of the vacant housing model. 

 Quantile (approximate) Vacancy threshold Value 

TaInitial 

inspection 
25% 

Weekly average vacancy threshold 1 0.358571 

Weekly vacant coefficient of variation 

threshold 1 0.170590 

Secondary 

inspection
 

30% Weekly average vacancy threshold 2 0.798571 

60% 
Weekly vacant coefficient of variation 

threshold 2 0.400590 

3.1.2.  Bi-weekly and monthly vacant housing model. Combining the above housing weekly vacancy 

model, longer-term housing vacancy rate model can be obtained. For example, if the house meets the 

weekly vacancy model for two consecutive weeks, you can get bi-weekly vacant model. If the housing 

meets the weekly vacancy model for four consecutive weeks, you can get the monthly vacant model. 

After the model is deployed in the power big data census system, the output effect is stable and good. 

The effect diagrams are shown in Figure 1, Figure 2. After actual verification, the housing vacancy 

rate series model can effectively cover houses in different vacant scenarios. The output results of the 

model are basically consistent with the actual verification results, which means they can provide 

strong support for the development of the census. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Operating output of the vacant model 

during the housing week. 

 Figure 2. Operating output of monthly vacancy 

model. 
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3.2. Prediction Model of Household Probability 

This model is based on household historical electricity consumption data. We analyze the household 

electricity consumption behavior characteristics and monthly electricity consumption behavior 

characteristics. And build an ARIMA model using electricity consumption data for a continuous 

month. Finally, The forecast of household electricity consumption in the next week is realized. And 

according to this result of prediction, the probability of the household staying at home for each day of 

the next week is obtained. 

3.2.1. Household electricity consumption prediction model. The electricity consumption information 

we use is from three districts A, B, and C of a certain city in Heilongjiang province. The electricity 

consumption information of each house in the past month is used as input data. The model is trained 

with a time series model which is suitable for processing non-stationary series. The output of the 

model is the predicted value of electricity consumption ix
 
for each day in the next week. 

3.2.2. Household Probability Prediction Model. For houses that have been vacant for two weeks or 

more, the probability of staying at home is regarded as zero. Excluding the influence of other external 

factors, the distribution of electricity consumption of other houses approximately obeys the normal 

distribution. For housing under other conditions, the distribution of electricity consumption of 

households approximately obeys a normal distribution when the influence of other external factors is 

excluded. Therefore, the household status can be obtained based on the difference between the 

predicted value of household electricity consumption ix  and the monthly household electricity 

consumption statistics. The judgment criteria are shown in the following table: 

 

Table 2. Correspondence table of household probability and household electricity consumption 

forecast. 
  

Household probability the numerical range of ix  

100%  2ix  

80%  2 ix  

60%   ix  

40%   ix-  

20%  -2-  ix  

10% ix 2-  

 

Among them,  is the average daily electricity consumption of the household in the previous 

month.  is the standard deviation of electricity consumption of the household in the previous month. 

The model is deployed in the census system based on power grid big data. The output effect is 

stable and good. The effect diagram is shown in Figure 3. It has been verified that the output of the 

model is almost the same as the accuracy, which means the algorithm and application can provide data 

support for the census work. 
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Figure 3. Operation output of household probability prediction model. 

4. Conclusion 
This article studies the application of power grid big data in China's census, and proposes a scheme. 

The prediction of housing vacancy and household occupancy information are realized by analyzing 

and mining of housing electricity information. A power big data analysis platform is designed for the 

census work. From the platform, it is found that the model output is stable, and the results are basically 

the same as the actual detection situation, which means this application can provide data support for 

the staff's of census work. It can help reduce the personnel and time costs and improve the efficiency 

of the census work. Power grid big data realizes the service to the government and the people. 
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